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This is a great book to read while hanging around
your favorite airport lounge, an over booked
restaurant reservation line, or even your doctor's
crowded waiting room. Just open the book to any
page to discover random fun stuff, trivia questions,
sports trivia, pub quiz stuff, and spell-binding
anecdotes.Big Book of Trivia is a treasure chest of fun
facts and snippets of life, history, science, and
everything else you need to know to outwit, entertain,
and otherwise beguile your family and friends. Don't
get left behind. Get the facts and have fun with trivia.

World Trivia Questions
General knowledge questions and answersLooking for
challenging trivia books? Best-selling non-fiction
author, Jenny Kellett, brings you her biggest and most
challenging trivia book yet.With over 2,000 trivia
questions and answers you'll be well equipped to win
your local pub quiz or simply impress your friends
with your new-found knowledge.The Ultimate General
Knowledge Quiz Book is not for the faint-hearted, so
be ready to be truly challenged on a range of topics
including history, geography, science, maths and
entertainment.Test yourself, test your friends'
knowledge of general knowledge questions and
answers - everyone can join in!So if you're ready to
be more knowledgeable, grab a copy of the Ultimate
General Knowledge Quiz Book today.

James Fenimore Cooper's "The Last of
the Mohicans"
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As the name suggests, that’s what this book is all
about. The 1000 Trivia Questions is a book designed
to test and challenge your thinking skills on a wide
range of trivia questions. The questions are the same
(if not easier) that you would get at any quiz or trivia
night. They have been designed to be challenging,
but not impossible, to answer. The wide variety of
topics—including history, geography, sport,
entertainment, science, current events, famous (and
infamous) people, math, and food and dining—means
all people will be able to answer the questions. The
1000 Trivia Questions book can be used to plan quiz
and trivia nights—just pick the questions you want to
use. Or it can be used by people to see who has a
wealth of trivial information stored in their brains. This
book can also be used in classrooms of senior primary
students to middle secondary and beyond. 1000
Trivia Questions is designed to be used when people
want to challenge themselves and others on things in
our world. As well as the questions, all the answers
are provided at the back of the book. It has been
designed this way to stop prying eyes having a quick
peek before answering the question—not that the
majority would do that anyway. Enjoy the fun and
challenge of 1000 Trivia Questions.

Trivia Madness 999 Fun Trivia Questions
about Anything
Put your general knowledge to the test, and impress
your family and friends with your astonishing
brainpower and trivia genius. An addictive quiz ebook
for all the family featuring 10,000 questions, The Big
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Trivia Quiz Book has something for everyone. With 10
different general knowledge categories - from Science
& Technology, Art & Literature, and Natural History, to
Food & Drink, Film & TV, and Sport & Leisure - and
three increasing levels of difficulty, it offers a fresh
and up-to-the-minute quizzing experience that will
educate and entertain all the family. Bursting with
fascinating facts to boost your trivia knowledge,
whatever your specialist subject or your nemesis
topic, The Big Trivia Quiz Book is perfect for home
entertainment and virtual pub quizzes. You won't be
able to put it down!

The PC-SIG Library
It is our pleasure to present The Great Book of Trivia:
1000 Questions and Answers to Engage all Minds.
We’ve brought together a host of fresh and intriguing
questions that will test the limits of your knowledge
across a huge range of subjects. The book is divided
into 5 parts: Part 1 presents 400 challenging general
knowledge questions, divided into 40 rounds. Part 2
introduces the “specialist rounds” at three levels of
difficulty: medium, challenging and fiendish. Here
you’ll find questions on geography, history, sport,
science and nature, literature, art and architecture,
and movies and TV. There are 200 questions in 20
rounds. Part 3 brings a lighter touch with 20 “bonus
round” quizzes (200 questions in total), where you’ll
be asked to spot connections, identify years from a
series of clues, recognize famous monuments, and
sort out lists of famous people, places and things. Part
4 contains 20 “family fun” quizzes (200 questions in
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total) that will be especially enjoyable for younger
minds. There are straightforward general knowledge
questions, alongside rhyming and alphabet quizzes.
As a special bonus, the complete Elsinore Books
Guess the Initial Quiz is included as the 5th part of
this book. Here you’ll find 200 guess the initial
challenges, also known as “ditloids”. At Elsinore
Books we pride ourselves on creating beautiful ebooks, and devote great attention to formatting, and
ease of navigation. This book contains a cleanlystyled contents page that permits easy movement
between quizzes. Each quiz occupies its own chapter,
so you can move between quizzes by pressing a
single button on your e-reader. You can access the
answers to each quiz by following the links at the top
and bottom of the question page. On the answer
pages you’ll find each question rewritten and followed
by its answer in bold. You can view a full listing of the
games inside by clicking on the preview of this book
and viewing the contents page. Some of the collection
highlights are outlined below: General Knowledge
Round 1 1. What colour are the stars on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame? 2. The Qudrilatero Della
Moda is an upscale fashion district in which city? 3.
Which land mammal has the largest eyes? 4. How
many planets in our solar system have exactly one
moon? 5. How many dice “pips” are there in total on
the Domino’s Pizza logo? Movies and TV: Medium 1.
Which city does Rocky Balboa come from? 2. Who
directed the films Hunger, Shame, and 12 Years a
Slave? 3. Who is the protagonist of the TV series Mad
Men? 4. Which country produced the TV dramas
Borgen, and The Killing? 5. Which city is home to the
“Cinecittà” film studio? Trivial Disputes 1 1. Order the
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following animals by weight, from Heaviest to
Lightest: Blue Whale, Bengal Tiger, Elephant Seal,
Manta Ray 2. Order the following constructions by
height, from Tallest to Smallest: Great Pyramid at
Giza, Burj Khalifa, Shanghai Tower, One World Trade
Centre 3. Order the following countries by population,
from Most populous to Least populous: India, China,
Indonesia, USA, Brazil 4. Order the following
languages by number of first-tongue speakers, from
Most to Least: Mandarin Chinese, Hindi, Spanish,
English 5. Order the following organs by weight, from
Heaviest to Lightest: Brain, Heart, Skin, Pancreas,
Thyroid Family Fun Quiz 1 1. What fruit is dried to
produce raisins? 2. What kind of weapon was wielded
by the Norse God Thor? 3. Which animal appears first
in the Oxford English Dictionary? 4. Which fairy tale
by Hans Christian Anderson tells the story of a young
swan?

The Great Book of Pub Trivia
4,000 Trivia Questions in 12 Different Categories
What's the best trivia book is the ultimate book to
become trivia champion! If you want to host a trivia
game, or simply want to stump your friends and
family with fun trivia questions this book is the right
companion. The best trivia book provides you with
4,000 questions and answers across 12 different
categories such as Geography, Entertainment,
History, Sports, Nature & Science, Movies, Music,
People & Places, Art & Literature, Animals, Religion &
Mythology, Holidays and Food & Drinks. The trivia
games are both fun and challenging with something
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for all ages to enjoy. It doesn't matter if you are an
adult, a teen or senior, there are thousands of trivia
question waiting for you to be answered: What do Eric
Clapton, Marilyn Monroe, and Larry Grayson all have
in common? Who was Fred Flinstone's best friend?
What does a Geiger counter measure? Which
gangster died on the 25th January 1947? What was
the tomato's original name? Do you think you are
prepared to take on the challenge? There's only one
way to find out You might know the correct answer!

1,000 Super Fun Mind-Bending Totally
Awesome Trivia Questions
What makes this the best trivia book? There are 3,250
questions organized into 12 wide-ranging categories:
Animals, Arts, History, Literature, Miscellaneous,
Movies, Science and Nature, Sports, Television, U.S.
Geography, U.S. Presidents, World Geography. The
categories are broken into short 10 question quizzes
to make it quick and easy to test yourself without
seeing the answers first, and additional details are
frequently included to expand on the basic answer
and add even more to your knowledge.This is book 1
of the "What's the Best Trivia?" series; look for other
books in the series covering a variety of trivia topics.

Beyond the Fringe
Complete instructions for hosting trivia parties for
home, office, school events, fund-raisers and travel.

The Movie Quiz Book
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Everyone over 50 fondly remembers entertainment's
Golden Age-the radio programs, television programs,
movies, and comic books of the 1950's and 1960's.
Spend hours of fun testing your memory and
remembering your childhood! Remember "Helen
Trent" and "The Shadow?" Remember "Texaco Star
Theater" and "Winky Dink?" How about the comic
books "Green Arrow" and "Little LuLu?" Can you name
the stars of the movie "A Streetcar Named Desire?"
For which 1960's movie did Lee Marvin win best
supporting actor (he thanked his horse at the Oscar
ceremony)?

So, You Think You Know The 90's?
Now published for the first time as a trade paperback
with a new introduction and the short story on which
it was based. Williams wrote: “This is a play about
love in its purest terms.” It is also Williams’s robust
and persuasive plea for endurance and resistance in
the face of human suffering. The earthy widow Maxine
Faulk is proprietress of a rundown hotel at the edge of
a Mexican cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean where
the defrocked Rev. Shannon, his tour group of ladies
from a West Texas women’s college, the selfdescribed New England spinster Hannah Jelkes and
her ninety-seven-year-old grandfather, Jonathan
Coffin (“the world’s oldest living and practicing poet”),
a family of grotesque Nazi vacationers, and an iguana
tied by its throat to the veranda, all find themselves
assembled for a rainy and turbulent night. This is the
first trade paperback edition of The Night of the
Iguana and comes with an Introduction by awardPage 8/26
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winning playwright Doug Wright, the author’s original
Foreword, the short story “The Night of the Iguana”
which was the germ for the play, plus an essay by
noted Tennessee Williams scholar, Kenneth Holditch.
“I’m tired of conducting services in praise and worship
of a senile delinquent—yeah, that’s what I said, I
shouted! All your Western theologies, the whole
mythology of them, are based on the concept of God
as a senile delinquent and, by God, I will not and
cannot continue to conduct services in praise and
worship of this…this…this angry, petulant old man.”
—The Rev. T. Lawrence Shannon, from The Night of
the Iguana

The Big Trivia Quiz Book
One day back in 2003, Ken Jennings and his college
buddy Earl did what hundreds of thousands of people
had done before: they auditioned for Jeopardy! Two
years, 75 games, 2,642 correct answers, and over
$2.5 million in winnings later, Ken Jennings emerged
as trivia’s undisputed king. Brainiac traces his rise
from anonymous computer programmer to nerd folk
icon. But along the way, it also explores his newly
conquered kingdom: the world of trivia itself. Jennings
had always been minutiae-mad, poring over almanacs
and TV Guide listings at an age when most kids are
still watching Elmo and putting beans up their nose.
But trivia, he has found, is centuries older than his
childhood obsession with it. Whisking us from the
coffeehouses of seventeenth-century London to the
Internet age, Jennings chronicles the ups and downs
of the trivia fad: the quiz book explosion of the Jazz
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Age; the rise, fall, and rise again of TV quiz shows; the
nostalgic campus trivia of the 1960s; and the 1980s,
when Trivial Pursuit® again made it fashionable to be
a know-it-all. Jennings also investigates the shadowy
demimonde of today’s trivia subculture, guiding us on
a tour of trivia hotspots across America. He goes headto-head with the blowhards and diehards of the
college quiz-bowl circuit, the slightly soused faithful of
the Boston pub trivia scene, and the raucous
participants in the annual Q&A marathon in Stevens
Point, Wisconsin, “The World’s Largest Trivia
Contest.” And, of course, he takes us behind the
scenes of his improbable 75-game run on Jeopardy!
But above all, Brainiac is a love letter to the useless
fact. What marsupial has fingerprints that are
indistinguishable from human ones?* What planet has
a crater on it named after Laura Ingalls Wilder?**
What comedian had the misfortune to be born with
the name “Albert Einstein”?*** Jennings also ponders
questions that are a little more philosophical: What
separates trivia from meaningless facts? Is being
good at trivia a mark of intelligence? And is trivia just
a waste of time, or does it serve some not-so-trivial
purpose after all? Uproarious, silly, engaging, and
erudite, this book is an irresistible celebration of
nostalgia, curiosity, and nerdy obsession–in a word,
trivia. * The koala ** Venus *** Albert Brooks

The Ultimate Trivial Pursuit Question &
Answer Book
Trivia Madness is the ultimate Trivia book filled with
999 trivia questions and answers, funny facts and
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quizzes. This book contains trivia questions from the
entertainment industry, prepare yourself and your
friends for some amazing movie trivia! What You Will
get more and more knowledge in This Book? Information about Olympic Games - Information about
Economic - Information about geography - Much,
Much More!

What's the Best Trivia Book: Fun Trivia
Games with 4,000 Questions and
Answers
Did You Know? Rupert had to leave the set when
Emma kissed Daniel in the seventh Harry Potter film
because he was laughing so hard, he couldn't watch
the scene unfold. Packed with more than 700 over
movie trivia, this book is the perfect for the car field
trip or family gatherings! It can make for a fun game
night or trivia night while learning new things
together. It can make for some really fun memories
with your spouse or children. You will find only fun
facts of the movies in the 21st century and not
outdated ones. We bet you didn't know that Leonardo
DiCaprio's father is a comic book writer or the actor
(Jeremy Renner) who plays Hawkeye was trained by
Olympic archers. Pick Up This Book Today And
Immerse Into The Movie World By Clicking On The
"BUY NOW" Button!

The Ultimate Book of Trivia
Imagine the best movie-themed pub quiz you've ever
been to, but without the suffering the hangover the
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next morning! From heroic heroines, famous final
lines, and award-winning directors, to Hollywood's
golden age, memorable movie flops, and the film
world's biggest franchises, the book's over 1,600
questions cover every aspect of the movies. Thrown
in among the brain-testing questions are a series of
visual quizzes and challenges—including an It's a
Wonderful Life spot-the-difference and the world
premiere of a Jean-Claude van Damme-themed
wordsearch!

Arts and Entertainment's Trickiest
Questions
This is the definitive movie trivia book, from the
authority on classic film. Rediscover your favorite
films and put your movie knowledge to the test with
more than 4,000 questions that draw on a century of
landmark cinema. Questions range from early
Hollywood to the 1960s and beyond, including key
genres, stars, directors, behind-the-scenes facts,
famous quotes, and more all highlighted by spotlight
trivia features and hundreds of images and film stills.
A foreword by TCM host Robert Osborne and a
challenging Experts Only section round out this
ultimate volume for classic film aficionados.

Brainiac
The Night of the Iguana
Designed to provide a business basis for legal
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applications, Entertainment Law and Business
provides a practical approach to learning the law that
applies to the entertainment industry, and covers the
processes involved from submitting an idea to
creating an actual product. The book includes the
most up-to-date material along with the seminal
cases that have shaped the industry. Organized by
substantive areas of law and by business practice
areas so that an instructor can use the book in a
survey course or for a specialty seminar, this
casebook will reflect the business-driven nature of the
Entertainment Law course area. Professors and
students will benefit from: Recent cases and articles
Primary cases edited to include only pertinent facts,
law, and reasoning for the outcome Notes which
include both practical information about the case and
additional information to enhance the understanding
of the reasoning Discussion questions Organization by
substantive areas of law and by business practice
areas Flexibility—an instructor can use the book in a
survey course or for a specialty seminar Experienced
authors: William Henslee received an M.F.A. from
UCLA film school and has practical entertainment
experience. As a principal in the firm of Henslee and
Weisberger, he has represented clients in the music
and sports industries. Elizabeth Henslee is a former
clerk for 5th District Court of Appeal, law librarian,
and wrote “one of the best law review articles related
to entertainment, publishing and/or the arts published
within the last year” in 2015 (voted by Thomson). She
is the owner of October Boys Entertainment, LLC., a
company primarily engaged in music publishing.
Online companion materials, including updates of
recent cases and links to supplemental videos and
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websites that follow the text. Teaching materials
include: Teacher’s Manual, including additional
reading suggestions and film, television, music, and
websites to enhance the text. The Manual will explain
the authors’ reasons for including the case in the text
and provide contextual background information when
helpful. Sample syllabi

The Amazing Book of Movie Trivia
Records the efforts of six hundred British and
American officers to escape from a Nazi prison camp.

1000 Trivia Questions
Did you know that the dog who played Toto in The
Wizard of Oz earned more money for the film than
any of the munchkins did? Or that three quarters of
the women James Bond has slept with have tried to
kill him? Would you be surprised to find out that
censors in New Zealand cut The Muppet Movie
because (according to them) it featured scenes of
gratuitous violence? And who would have thought
that Jack Nicholson was a strong contender for the
role of Hannibal Lecter in Silence of the Lambs?! If
you enjoy going to the movies, then you’ll love this
book that contains over three hundred amazing facts
about your favourite flicks. Organised into sections as
diverse as cameos, props, costumes, stunts, original
endings, bad decisions and many more, this is the
perfect addition for any film fan’s bookshelf.

Stanley Newman Presents Entertainment
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Trivia Puzzles
Senior Trivia
Seinfeld Trivia Challenging: 500 Quiz Questions & Fun
Facts is authored by a sitcom expert who penned the
most comprehensive book ever written about the
show—Seinfeld Reference: The Complete
Encyclopedia. This latest book, Seinfeld Trivia
Challenging, is the best source for high quality,
accurate, and well-written trivia questions about the
sitcom voted “The #1 Greatest TV Series of All-Time”
by TV Guide. Seinfeld Trivia Challenging is the perfect
book for Seinfeld fanatics. There are 500 questions
that range from easy to difficult without multiple
choice answer options so the quiz taker must be
highly knowledgeable about the show. What makes
this trivia book so special is that the answers are
elaborate. Unlike most trivia books that merely
provide one-word answers, Seinfeld Trivia Challenging
offers additional descriptive sentences that are often
amusing, making the reading experience more
enjoyable and entertaining. In addition, every section
of the book includes Fun Facts that provide factual
details about the show, creators, actors, and other
contributors to the series. The Fun Facts are meant to
supplement the hilarious question-answer format with
fascinating factual tidbits to give the reader the full
Seinfeld experience. Seinfeld Trivia: Multiple Choice
offers more information than any other trivia book
ever written on the subject. The first chapter analyzes
the show and its history, and offers interesting facts
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that are sure to educate and enthrall the reader. The
second chapter covers the Seinfeld milieu with
questions related to Monk’s Cafe, local businesses,
and notable social acquaintances. The following
sections include thorough questions about the main
characters—Jerry Seinfeld, George Costanza, Cosmo
Kramer, Elaine Benes, and Newman—to highlight the
most hilarious episodes and test every viewers’
attention to detail. Beware, there are easy questions
but also expect brain teasers. Seinfeld Trivia
Challenging also examines the lives of noteworthy
characters who helped make the show a success.
There are quizzes on Jerry’s parents, George’s
parents, and memorable one-time and recurring
characters, as well as unforgettable friends and
neighbors. The list of characters include Tim Whatley,
David Puddy, Babu Bhatt, Soup Nazi, J. Peterman,
Jackie Chiles, Kenny Bania, Sue Ellen Mischke, yada,
yada, yada… There is something for everyone. Even
the most ardent, diehard fan is sure to experience
hours of laughter and entertainment while reliving the
finest moments of the show. Photos included, 500
questions and answers with bonus fun facts.

The Great Escape
From musicals and comedies, to superheroes and
action flicks, make "movie night" with friends or
family the best night of the week with a year's worth
of blockbuster brain-benders for film buffs of all ages!
The perfect facilitator for a night of cinema-inspired
fun, MOVIE NIGHT TRIVIA runs the gamut from
questions about old classics to new releases. This
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beautiful, full-color gift book is picture-perfect (pun
intended) for an Oscar party, or simply a night of
family laughs. Answers are listed at the base of each
page, rather than the back of the book, in order to
minimalize frustrating and time-consuming page
flipping. Challenge yourself with true-or-false lightning
rounds at the end of each chapter to prove your
status as a future film critic to your bar trivia crew, or
to your family during movie night! The only film trivia
book on the market featuring full-color photographs,
posters, and movie stills throughout, this is the
ultimate compendium for film buffs!

The Software Encyclopedia
Serious trivia challenge--840 questions to rack your
brain Whether playing in a pub, along with a TV show,
or at a party, people can't get enough of trivia. Keep
up with its rising resurgence with Ultimate Trivia, Vol.
2., the book that will put your general knowledge
skills through the wringer. What is the largest muscle
in the human body? Who designed the city of
Washington, D.C.? With over 800 more engaging
questions, from geography to pop culture, sports to
science, this mind-challenging guide is anything but
trivial. Ultimate Trivia, Vol. 2 includes: All new
questions--Fresh topics include television shows and
movies, capitals of countries, and football--it's all in
here. Anywhere with anyone--Pit two groups against
each other during a party or go head-to-head at the
bar with a friend to see who comes out as a trivia
boss. Thoroughly vetted--All the information has been
vigorously fact-checked to ensure everything is
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accurate and up to date. When it comes to trivia
books that will put your brain to the test, this one
rises above the rest.

Movie Trivia Madness
Geeks Who Drink Presents: Duh!
What makes this the best movie trivia book? There
are 2,000 questions broken into 9 decades from the
1930s to the 2010s plus an all-time category. The
decades are divided into short 10 question quizzes to
make it quick and easy to test yourself without seeing
the answers first, and additional details are frequently
included to expand on the basic answer and add even
more to your knowledge.This is book 2 of the "What's
the Best Trivia?" series; look for other books in the
series covering a variety of trivia topics.

Pacific Vortex!
Do you like secrets?Well we dug deep to uncover only
the most interesting facts and movie trivia for you to
enjoy. We're big movie fans too, so we know just what
you love to read about. You want all the amazing
facts behind your favourite movies. Not just the
regular stuff that is easy to find.And you don't just
want to be entertained, you want to enrich your
movie watching experience. So these pages are full of
random facts about your favourite actors and
actresses. We discovered the sometimes bizarre ways
that they prepare for their roles, and the stories from
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the set you almost can't believe to be true. And we
made sure to include some fun trivia questions for
you to test your movie knowledge with. Are you up for
the challenge?Of all the trivia books out there, this is
surely going to be your favourite. We jammed over
400 of the most interesting facts into these pages.
From the world of sci-fi, to the kings of comedy and
the dramatic powerhouses of cinemawe've got it all!
There's a little bit of everything. TV trivia, crazy sound
effects, some little known Hollywood history, and of
course, we had to include some Star Wars trivia as
well. Keep an eye out for an easy-to-miss cameo from
your favourite droids!So are you ready to learn the
secrets from the Hollywood vault? Good, because
we're ready to share them! Enjoy the ride!

Ultimate Trivia
The Great Book of Trivia
Can you detect the technical blunder that occurred in
the motion picture Gone With the Wind? What great
mysterious writer lived up to his craft and died in the
most mysterious way? The follow-up to Paul Kuttner's
successful History's Trickiest Questions, this new
volume of 402 delightful and intriguing teasers
centers on the world of arts and entertainment.
Categories include Stage and Screen, The Literary
World, Music, and Fine Arts--and the questions often
lead to very surprising answers! Whether you use it to
quiz friends, to amuse a classroom full of students, or
simply to test your "cultural literacy," Arts and
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Entertainment's Trickiest Questions will entertain,
enlighten, and stump readers of all ages.

Trivia Cafe
Collects over twenty-five years of trivia questions
featured in the popular board game, providing
questions and answers in the fields of geography,
entertainment, history, arts & literature, science &
nature, and sports & leisure.

Ultimate Movie Trivia Quiz
Trivia Madness is the ultimate Trivia book filled with
one thousand trivia questions and answers, funny
facts and quizzes. This book contains trivia questions
from the entertainment industry, prepare yourself and
your friends for some amazing movie trivia! Do you
know which part Charlie Chaplin insured? Tommy Lee
Jones and Will Smith starred together in which 1997
film? "The Final Countdown" was a number one hit for
which hard rock band? If you do know the answers or
want to know the answers to fun trivia like this, this
book is for you! Celebrity trivia, movie trivia or music
trivia, this book got it all! Quiz time!

Senior Trivia
Everyone over 50 fondly remembers entertainment's
Golden Age-the radio programs, television programs,
movies, and comic books of the 1950's and 1960's.
Spend hours of fun testing your memory and
remembering your childhood! Remember "Helen
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Trent" and "The Shadow?" Remember "Texaco Star
Theater" and "Winky Dink?" How about the comic
books "Green Arrow" and "Little LuLu?" Can you name
the stars of the movie "A Streetcar Named Desire?"
For which 1960's movie did Lee Marvin win best
supporting actor (he thanked his horse at the Oscar
ceremony)?

TCM Classic Movie Trivia: Featuring More
Than 4,000 Questions to Test Your Trivia
Smarts
Test your general knowledge with these quiz
questions about entertainment industry, celebrity,
movie and music (answers are included) Prepare
yourself and your friends for some amazing movie
trivia! What was Al Capone's profession, according to
his business card? What does the ZIP in ZIP Code
stand for Where was the time zone first adopted? If
you do know the answers or want to know the
answers to fun trivia like this, this book is for you!
Celebrity trivia, movie trivia or music trivia, this book
got it all!

Entertainment Law and Business
100 hilarious essays, based on blindingly obvious
questions, from the creators of Geeks Who Drink—led
by six-time Jeopardy! champion, Christopher D. Short.
The best trivia questions are usually the ones that are
right on the tip of your tongue—so obvious that you
may not know the answer offhand, but you should. In
Duh, America’s foremost masters of pub quiz, Geeks
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Who Drink, will take trivia lovers on a voyage through
100 of our face-palmiest questions. Along the way,
we’ll explore the blind hills and corners that make
random knowledge so much fun. In hilarious,
informative, bite-size essays, we’ll explore such notreally-mysteries as: -How many stars are on the Texas
state flag? -Odlaw is the nemesis of what kid book
character? -What’s the last word in the King James
Bible? Even if you already know the “what”—and you
might not!—we’ll fill in the “why.” And the when,
where, and how. By the end you may feel dumber,
but you’ll be smarter. We almost guarantee it! By the
way, that would be one (lone) star, Waldo, and
“Amen.” Duh!

A Girl and Five Brave Horses
A latest treasury of engaging and lighthearted trivia is
designed for road trips, family vacations and other
ventures, and is complemented by striking National
Geographic photography. Simultaneous.

Trivia Madness
Whether you are going to a trivia night with movie
lovers or are just looking for a book full of hard trivia
questions to challenge yourself, you're going to love
this book. Inside are 503 fun trivia questions and
answers covering a century of movies - from
Hollywood productions to notable indies and nonAmerican movies. The questions are divided by
decade, from the 1910s to the 2010s. Each question
includes four answer choices. Want to check if you're
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right? The answer key is at the back. Seasoned TV
game show writer Malcolm Bickle wrote this book of
movie trivia questions and answers specifically for
fellow trivia fanatics and film buffs who live and
breathe movies. If you delight in paying attention not
just to the big picture, but to the tiny details as well If
you love wading in a sea of what others call "useless
information" If some of your favorite movies (or even
you) have been called "pretentious" or "artsy-fartsy"
by some guy with questionable tastes If words like
"Academy Award", "Criterion Collection", and "Top
100 Films of All Time" set your heart aflutter then get
this book of interesting trivia questions NOW!

Seinfeld Trivia Challenging
Do you love to impress your friends with movie trivia?
Enjoy quoting your favorite TV moments? Have a soft
spot in your heart for pop music? Then this is the
puzzle book for you! Packed with fascinating trivia
about the entertainment industry, this book has a
wide range of questions and games about movies,
television, music, books, and plays. This book includes
more than twenty engaging, original puzzles that will
test your trivia knowledge in creative and fun ways,
and leave you applauding for more! Example:
Synonym Spoonerisms The words and phrases paired
here are synonyms of spoonerisms (initial sound
reversals) of the names of famous people. The first
one has been done to help get you started. 1.
Vulgar/mouth joint LEWD JAW : JUDE LAW 2. Not tight
/ French cheese (actor & martial artist) 3. Gave a
meal to / Stones (comedian) 4. 60's slang for home /
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Person from England (actor) 5. Quite a few / Biased
(actress & director) 6. Fibrous cereal ingredient /
Goose feathers (author) Puzzlemeter: Difficulty–3;
Style–4

Movie Night Trivia
Originally published: Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1961.

1000 Fun Trivia Question From
Entertainment Industry!
A revue; through a stage show and LP, Peter Cook,
Dudley Moore, Alan Bennett and Jonathan Miller
changed the course of satire in the UK and abroad.

What's the Best Trivia Book?
Undersea adventurer Dirk Pitt faces the toughest
challenge of his life when he plunges into a deadly
sea zone to rescue the gigantic Starbuck, America's
nuclear arsenal, while battling deep-sea assassins.
Reissue.

Big Book of Trivia
Have no fear! The Great Book of Pub Trivia Vol.2 is
finally here and it's the perfect companion for game
nights, fun family times, fun evenings with friends, or
just reading to brush up on your pub trivia knowledge.
These trivia questions will get your brain working,
that's for sure. You'll get instant access to fun quizzes
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covering different topics such as film, politics,
science, history, fashion and many more. You'll get a
taste of quizzes like: This is a character in Star Wars
and one of the villains in the franchise. He was Darth
Sidious's first apprentice and a Sith Lord. He has quite
a shocking appearance, with black and red skin,
yellow eyes and horns. He survived death in the
Phantom Menace, killed Obi-Wan Kenobi's love
interest, and formed a group of crime lords called the
Shadow Collective. What was this character's name?
Almost half of the world's population speak one of
only ten languages as their mother tongue. Mandarin
is the most spoken language with 1.2 billion speakers,
Spanish is the second most spoken language, then
followed by English. What is the fourth most spoken
language on the planet? It is the official language of
the government of India, and it is also a recognized
language in Mauritius, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana,
and Suriname. Name this language. He is one of the
most iconic villains in film and television who we first
met in the 1952 novel Psycho, by Robert Bloch. The
character is psychotic and has Dissociative Identity
Disorder. He also suffers from visual and auditory
hallucinations. His delusions made him think he was
his mother, and that she was controlling him to kill
people. The character was inspired by notorious serial
killer Ed Gein. What is this character's name?
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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